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Third-party data has long been the cornerstone of how businesses connect with their 
customers. However, this particular party is going to be over pretty soon.

In 2023, Google intends to phase out third-party cookies. While Firefox and Apple have 
already done this, the vast market share that Google possesses means that their decision 
has huge ramifications for businesses and marketing enterprises all over the world. This 
is amplified by the way in which the pandemic has accelerated digital transformation for 
consumers: far more of them are doing more of their engagement online, heightening the 
importance of understanding their browsing habits and online behavior.

Ultimately, this will mean that businesses will have to increase focus on first-party data 
to inform their customer journeys - and there’s no time to lose in getting that capability 
up and running. This guide explores the details around the change, what first-party data 
means in the current day and age, and how you can deploy a first-party data strategy that 
can underpin your growth.
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Three types of data
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Firstly, it’s important to distinguish between the three different types of data that 
businesses can collect and gain insights from.

First-party data is data collected by your organization about your 
audience. This can be done through a variety of owned sources, such 
as your website or your CRM system.

Second-party data is the same as first-party data, except it’s 
collected by another trusted source on your behalf, instead of by 
your organization. 

Third-party data, however, has been aggregated from other 
sources, in particular websites and platforms commonly used by 
target sectors and audiences. Much of this is generated by the 
cookies that are placed on websites, track consumer behavior 
online and allows organizations to assess trends and habits based 
on that behavior.
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State of play: 
Google’s phase-out
Most B2B organizations will have a mix of data pools (first, second and third-party) they 
collect data to and process insight from. However, with Google’s decision to end the use 
of cookies on its platforms, one of these options is about to be shut off - and it’s one that 
many organizations make extensive use of.

There may be an element of complacency in how prepared marketers are for the change. 
IAB research has found that confidence levels in adapting to the phase-out are high, 
and only 41% are concerned that some of their stakeholders haven’t appreciated the 
magnitude of what’s coming down the line. Have you?

It’s vital that businesses who rely on third-party data make a change now, and get their 
new first-party data strategies up to speed in good time. It’s inevitable that there will be 
businesses who don’t make the change quickly enough, or don’t realize the scale of the 
challenge until it’s too late. Those who make a proactive move towards first-party data 
now should therefore enjoy a substantial first-mover advantage come 2023.

In any case, the benefits of doing so extend far beyond that:

Unique data: by using your own data rather than third-party data also available to 
everyone else, you can get exclusive insights to guide your decision making and 
campaign-building

Relationship building: a richer first-party data source means you can more easily build 
direct and meaningful customer relationships that drive value and enhance in-market 
performance

Great for targeting: first-party data can be cheaper and more accurate, allowing for 
comms to be much more targeted compared to those guided by third-party data

So, what are you waiting for? 
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Google holds 64% of market share for all web users, 
and at the same time, 80% of marketers say they rely 
on third-party data to understand customers and craft 
customer journeys that resonate. 
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It’s clear that first-party data will be essential for businesses in the long-term. But where 
can value be derived from it, and how can it help better marketing and comms on a more 
practical level?

The opportunities for value are many and can be found in four key areas: marketing, sales, 
customer success and business leadership. 

Although these use cases benefit the entire business, let’s call out a few in the context of 
the four key areas we’ve highlighted. 

Unlocking the value of  
first-party data
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Marketing
Using first-party data makes it far easier for marketers to hone customer journeys, to 
the point where they’ve pretty much been perfected to help you reach your intended 
customer base.

For example, a more reliable and informative flow of data generates essential business 
insights into how your market operates, and how people respond to your proposition. 
Taken further, this data can be fed into predictive lead-scoring algorithms that accurately 
identify, nurture and prioritize the most promising opportunities within your funnel.

It is worth saying, however, that generating this data needs compelling touchpoints 
right from the top of the funnel, so that consumers are encouraged to share that vital 
information. The more successful these touchpoints are, the richer the data than can be 
received and used.
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Ultimately, marketers should be able to base an Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) on 
first-party data, and work out which customers are most likely to see high value 
from your product, and those that are least likely to churn.
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Sales
The strong link between marketing and sales can be further galvanized by the use of 
first-party data. Firstly, it allows enhanced audience targeting through creating the ideal 
customer journey, to the point where it becomes easier for sales teams to increase 
conversion rates. Alongside this, better cross-channel lead management should enable 
a more cohesive and timely brand story, from introduction to conclusion, that both 
marketing and sales can benefit from.

But there are obvious benefits for sales teams specifically, too. 

All of which makes sales teams’ communication and conversations with customers much 
easier to start, maintain and close.

Unlike third-party data, they can be confident that when they are passed leads 
from marketing based on first-party data, that the information is exclusive, 
accurate and timely.
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Customer success
All businesses know that customer expectations are rising all the time. 

For starters, it can enable seamless customer experiences all the way through the brand 
lifecycle, from marketing communications through sales engagement to customer 
success management. This can incorporate opportunities for hyper-personalization 
- which are known to be particularly successful with customers - so that they receive 
relevant and valuable brand experiences that evoke the desired emotions and reactions.

Both of these points ensure that, whether a customer is visiting your website for the first 
time, or is a loyal buyer of several years’ standing, they always get consistent experiences 
that resonate and inspire.

First-party data gives you an unrivaled opportunity to truly get under the skin of 
what motivates each of your prospective customers, and use that information to 
give them what they want.
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Leadership
With better and more insightful data, it becomes far simpler for senior management to 
pull marketing, sales and customer success together into a co-ordinated unit working 
towards the same goal.

Bespoke performance benchmarks means you can better plan, drive, measure and 
optimize cross-departmental efforts. A rich, detailed, single profile of each customer 
enables better alignment throughout an organization, and it becomes easier to 
understand and plan for future customer trends, especially regarding resource allocation 
and predictive growth modeling.
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Convinced, but not sure where to start? 
Read on...
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Your first-party data journey
Moving away from your dependence on third-party data and towards a strategy led by 
first-party data doesn’t happen overnight. It certainly isn’t the case of turning one tap off 
and another tap on!

The transition will be gradual and take a considerable amount of time - which is all the 
more reason to start exploring your options now, rather than in 2023. There are six actions 
we recommend in getting ready for the first-party data era, in away that minimizes the risk 
to your campaign and overall business continuity:
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Undetand the landscape
No strategy can proceed without a clear definition of your current data position. 
In particular, this should assess the areas where you are currently wholly or 
largely reliant on third-party data, and how using first-party data instead can 
open up opportunities in those areas.

Create your strategy
Once you’ve worked out how you’re going to generate first-party data, you can 
then decide what you want to do with it. The best place to start is to explore the 
more short-term use cases, so that you can start feeling the benefits quickly, 
and gradually scale up from there.

Build the foundations
The transition may be a complex one as some areas move towards first-party 
data earlier than others. Making sure the right technologies, processes and 
expertise are all in place to manage the transition successfully is critical.
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Launch the strategy
Achieving internal buy-in from senior management, and getting them to 
appreciate the importance of the change, is key to getting the transition strategy 
off the ground. An ideal way to do this is to secure the support of a senior internal 
sponsor who can help remove the barriers to success, and back efforts to 
nurture a business culture that’s data-driven.

Evaluate and optimize
Monitoring the success of first-party data collection and analytics, and their 
application in campaigns and communications, should be a constant effort. 
It should incorporate definition of accountability for set parameters, and the 
establishment of key milestones and metrics that will ultimately unlock agreed 
use cases.

Scale your first-party data drive
As the first-party data strategy gets up and running, you can gradually add more 
use cases, integrate more channels and augment additional sources. Expanding 
the scope of your first-party data use over time means you can spread the 
benefits this data can bring throughout your organization.
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Summary: 
get expert help
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While this guide has given you a steer on how to approach the move to first-party data, the 
task cannot be looked at as simple or immediate. 

That’s why we recommend you start taking action now.  The ideal goal is to be in a position 
that, when Google’s support for third-party data ends in 2023, your business has already 
rolled out first-party data operations organization-wide. This is the best way to ensure your 
transition is as smooth and free of disruption as possible.

Of course, a key part of making this a success is to consider where you’re going to generate 
all this first-party data. There are many different touchpoints at your disposal: mobile 
apps, email-based lead generation campaigns, even social media. But don’t overlook 
the possibilities for first-party data generation that lie within your website. Whether 
your prospects are actively looking to buy, just browsing, or even looking for less direct 
information like blogs and thought leadership, all their first-party actions are pieces of data 
that you can use to enrich your engagement.

We know that making this happen can seem complex, and that the goals and priorities of 
using first-party data will vary substantially from business to business. This is where the 
help of an expert partner, and especially one with supporting technology, can make such a 
difference.
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Lead Forensics is the market-leading IP tracking solution, possessing the world’s largest IP 
database with over 1.4 billion addresses and with more being added every day.  When third-
party cookies are phased out, Lead Forensics will help ensure that B2B marketers continue 
to get the account-level data needed to power their strategies and digital campaigns.

Respecting the increased demand for consumer privacy is crucial in maintaining a positive 
relationship between your brand and your audience. This is easily done when deploying and 
incorporating our technology into your business.

Although our software works on the basis of reverse IP tracking, personal IP addresses are 
never collected. Our focus is on collecting and storing business data but limited personal 
data is also collected. We are fully compliant with all the global laws, including GDPR, 
ensuring all information is protected and privacy is maintained. Above and beyond this, we 
do not share or sell any data and were recently accredited with ISO 27001.

This means that Lead Forensics’ website visitor automation is an excellent tool in 
reinvigorating your first-party data strategy in preparation for the changes, and for the 
marketing landscape that will follow once these changes have been implemented — all 
whilst putting users’ privacy first.

To find out more on how our technology and expertise can help you maximize your use of 
first-party data, get in touch with us today.
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Book a demonstration
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